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WTI announces that Dr. Bob Johnson has joined as Vice President, Technical Business Development 
December 1, 2022 
Jefferson, GA 
 
Dr. Bob Johnson joined WTI, Inc. as Vice President of Technical 
Business Development.  
 
“We are excited to have Bob on our team. He will help create 
additional value for our customers, support key internal stakeholders 
and focus on growing new market segments,” said Ralf Ludwig, Owner 
and President of WTI.  
 
Johnson has decades of experience in the meat industry ranging from 
operations, QA, tech services and primarily R&D and Food Safety at a 
time when zero pathogen tolerance and HACCP were introduced.  His approach of partnering with and 
challenging innovative suppliers led to pre-converted, quantifiable Nitrate to Nitrite (natural, 
alternative cure) and clean label vinegar and lemon juice (flavor, freshness and pathogen reduction).  
These breakthrough discoveries have become the industry standard.  Further, in an ingredient supplier 
role, Johnson supported customers globally via identification and implementation GMP/ Best Practices 
strategies, managed significant national accounts and developed technical rapport directly with end 
user accounts (restaurant chain and distributors) to create ingredient demand.  
 
Johnson routinely reflects on a conversation early in his career he had with Jimmy Dean. They were 
discussing R&D projects classed as “cost optimization”… Jimmy said, “I would rather justify the price 
than apologize over the quality”.   Very few words, yet very powerful which served as a foundation for 
him always seeking to understand “price versus cost”.  
 
Johnson graduated from Purdue (B.S. Food Science), Kansas State (M.S. Meat Science) and Iowa State, 
Ph.D. (Meat Science).   
 
He resides in Wisconsin with his wife and is a passionate outdoorsman. 
 
About World Technology Ingredients, Inc. (WTI) 
WTI has been leading the functional food ingredient industry for over 30 years, producing naturally 
derived, patented, and performance-validated food ingredients that are simple, clean, and safe. WTI 
first entered the ingredients market in 1989, with the introduction of Myosol®, a liquid phosphate. 
Since then, WTI has remained committed to delivering simple, clean, and safe high-performing 
products and solutions that lead functional food ingredient innovation with integrity. The global 
company is headquartered in Jefferson, GA with a subsidiary in Germany.  
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